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Guided Writing

Reading
1 Read the text quickly. Choose the correct option. 

 It is a letter of complaint / an apology / a job application.

5280 Lincoln Avenue 
Westville 
CT 06880

16th November

Dear Sir / Madam,

I am writing to complain about the vacation your 
agency arranged for me and my family. 

Because you spelled our name “Brawn” instead 
of “Brown” on the booking form, the hotel took two 
and a half hours to check us in. As a result of this, 
the hotel gave our room to someone else. Moreover, 
the room we got was much smaller. Therefore, our 
youngest child had to sleep in our bed. Consequently, 
no one got much sleep.  

For these reasons, we would like a refund on the 
money we paid for our “vacation of a lifetime”. 
Furthermore, we would like a letter of apology from 
your agency for making our vacation so miserable.

Sincerely,

Samantha Brown
Samantha Brown

5–6

3 Choose the correct answer, a or b.

1 Why did it take so long to check in?
a Because the agency misspelled the names.
b Because the hotel took two and a half hours.

2 Why did the hotel give their room to someone else?
a Because the hotel gave them a smaller room.
b Because check in took so long. 

3 What was the consequence of having a smaller room?
a There weren’t enough beds for everyone.
b Everybody slept well.

2 Number these stages of the letter in the correct order 1–5. 
Then match them with the examples a–e.

•	 Reason for writing 

•	 Closing 

•	 Salutation 

•	 Action required 

•	 Specific issues 

a Sincerely

b We would like … / We would be grateful if you could …

c Dear Sir / Madam / Mr. … / Ms. …

d I am writing in connection with … / I am writing to 
complain about …

e Because (of ), / Owing to, (+ reason) / Due to your 
actions, we …
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5–6

Language

Cause and effect

We use due to / owing to / because (of) + noun to talk about 
the cause of an event. 

Due to poor management, the company went out of 
business. (The poor management was the reason why the 
company went out of business.)

We use therefore / as a result / consequently / for this / these 
reason(s) to talk about the effect or consequence of an 
action. 

As a result, two hundred people have lost their jobs. (The 
effect of the company going out of business is that 200 
people have lost their jobs.)

4 Choose the correct option.

1 The room was hot and, because of / as a result the 
noise, we had to sleep with the windows closed. 

2 Our coach broke down and consequently / due to we 
arrived late.

3 The trip took longer owing to / therefore bad weather. 

4 We hated the hotel, the food, and the service and are 
because of / therefore requesting a full refund.

5 Due to / As a result the poor service, we didn’t pay 
the bill.

6 The flight was delayed. Because of / As a result, we 
missed our connecting flight.

Addition

We use furthermore and moreover to add information in a 
formal piece of writing.

Our flight was delayed by two hours. Furthermore, your 
staff didn’t seem to care. Moreover, they were very rude to 
my husband.

Writing
5 Choose one the situations below and write a formal 

letter of complaint.

•	You recently went on vacation. The food, service, and 
accommodation at your hotel were all below the standard 
you expected. You are writing to the travel agency to 
request a refund. 

•	You recently flew with a well-known airline. Your flight 
was delayed by three hours and then the in-flight meal 
made your daughter sick. On arrival at your destination, 
your baggage was missing and staff couldn’t find it. You 
are writing to the airline. You want an apology, a refund 
for your flight, and compensation for your lost baggage.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHECKLIST REMEMBER TO

 • start and end the letter in an appropriate style. 

 • start with your reason for writing, then give details, 
and end with your requests. 

 • use phrases to talk about cause and effect. 

 • avoid using contractions (I’m I am, you’re you are) in a 
formal letter. 

 • use Dear Sir / Madam when writing to someone you don’t 
know and use Dear Mr. / Ms. (Jones) when writing to 
someone whose name you know. End with Sincerely. 
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